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ABSTRACT
Information Extraction from Biomedical Text Using Machine Learning
by Deepti Garg
Inadequate drug experimental data and the use of unlicensed drugs may cause
adverse drug reactions, especially in pediatric populations. Every year the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration approves human prescription drugs for marketing. The
labels associated with these drugs include information about clinical trials and drug
response in pediatric population. In order for doctors to make an informed decision
about the safety and effectiveness of these drugs for children, there is a need to
analyze complex and often unstructured drug labels. In this work, first, an exploratory
analysis of drug labels using a Natural Language Processing pipeline is performed.
Second, Machine Learning algorithms have been employed to build baseline binary
classification models to identify pediatric text in unstructured drug labels. Third, a
series of experiments have been executed to evaluate the accuracy of the model. The
prototype is able to classify pediatrics-related text with a recall of 0.93 and precision
of 0.86.
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The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has approved till date over
20,000 human prescription drugs for adults [1]. These drugs are often prescribed to
children without adequate clinical trial data which can lead to unintended adverse
reactions [2]. Drug labels contain information such as the drug’s clinical pharmacology,
precautions, dosage, indications and use in special populations (pediatric, geriatric,
lactating women, etc.). The Pediatric Use section contains information about clinical
trials of the drug to support their safe and effective use in pediatric population.
However, this information is not readily available in many of the drug labels due to
lack of standardized format for these labels. To address this problem, PediatricDB [3]
proposed an interactive data analytics platform based on data from manually curated
regulatory sources. However, while approved drug labels are updated weekly by the
FDA, the data in PediatricDB is not updated as frequently due to the rate-limiting
step of manual curation. Thus, there is a need to automatically extract pediatric
information from the recently approved drug labels. In this project, Natural Language
Processing and Machine Learning algorithms are used to prototype a solution which
accurately and quickly identifies whether text in a drug label is related to pediatric
use or not.
1.1 Information Extraction
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a specialized field in Artificial Intelligence
(AI) which deals with processing and analyzing such documents automatically, with
little or no human interference. Applications of NLP are found in AI assistants,
language translation, and question-answering systems, for example. One specific NLP
task is Information Extraction (IE), which refers to the process of extracting relevant
and meaningful information based on user’s needs [4]. IE is a two-step process where
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the first step comprises extracting several types of entities of interest (named entities)
from the text and the second step includes identifying relations between the extracted
named entities (Figure 1). Thus, the goal of IE is to convert the free text into a
format that can be more readily analyzed, stored, processed or visualized.
Figure 1: Information Extraction Pipeline
Several computational methods have been proposed for both steps of the IE
process, named entity recognition and relation extraction. These methods comprise
rule-based approaches, shallow Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning techniques.
Each method has its advantages and disadvantages, and their adoption varies between
application domains.
1.2 Named Entity Recognition
Named entity recognition (NER) is the first step in the IE workflow (Figure 1(1)).
Named entities are defined as expressions and phrases occurring in a text which
can be tagged to specific categories of NUMEX, TIMEX or ENAMEX [5]. NUMEX
category represents numerical expressions, such as Money and Percentage, while
TIMEX represents temporal information, such as Date and Time. Finally, ENAMEX
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categories represent proper names, such as Person, Organization and Location.
Specific application domains, require domain-specific categories of named entities.
For example, the Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) program sub-divides the
three basic categories into geo-political facilities, water bodies, weapons, substances
and vehicles, to serve the defense domain of the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) [6]. Similarly in a biomedical domain, the entities of interest are
drug names, doses, and diseases treated by drugs.
Thus, NER involves the task of identifying such an entity in a natural language
text and classifying it into a specific category using a series of steps. First, individual
sentence boundaries are identified in the raw text using the sentence segmentation.
Second, each sentence is tokenized into individual words, and stemming is performed.
For example, words ‘‘indicated’’ and ‘‘indication’’ in sentences are replaced by the
stem of these words ‘‘indicate’’. Third, each tokenized sentence’s syntax and word
context are captured using, for example, Parts of Speech (POS) labelling, which
tags each word to its syntactic part, such as, verb, noun, pronoun, adjective and
conjunction. The result of this step is a list of POS tagged sentences. Finally,
POS-tagged words are classified into specific named entity categories.
1.3 Relation Extraction
Relation Extraction (RE) is the second step in the IE workflow (Figure 1(2)).
It identifies relevant semantic structures and connections between named entities in
natural language texts. The relations to be extracted are often predefined by analysts
for a specific domain. Consider, for example, the following sentence from a biomedical
text, Advil can be used to treat headache, yielding the relation Treats(Advil, headache).
In this example, Advil is a drug named entity and headache is a disease named entity
in biomedical domain. Another example stems from a biomedical question-answering,
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where the natural language text, What is the dosage of benadryl? yields a relation
Dosage(benadryl,?). As shown in these two examples, the simplest representation of
relations is in the form of triplets: Relation(Entity1, Entity2).
1.4 Challenges in working with biomedical texts
Biomedical text is related to the domain of medicine, chemistry and biology. It
includes, but is not limited to, information regarding the human clinical interactions,
such as drugs and symptoms; and information on the chemical structure of proteins
and genes. The most daunting challenge in biomedical information extraction is the
large number of data sources, for example, medical records, drug labels and gene
interactions. Different authors of these sources often have different means of conveying
the same information leading to high ambiguity in parsing of information.
To promote machine readability, and easy electronic information sharing, FDA
has introduced certain standards. For example, the agency requires drug sponsors to
submit an important scientific summary about a drug in a document markup standard
called Structured Product Labeling (SPL) [7]. SPL is a documentation standard
approved by the Health Level Seven (HL7) organization [8]. HL7 administers such
standards to ease digital health information storage, retrieval and exchange between
different medical systems and institutions of the world.
SPL is divided into several sections, such as, indications, adverse reactions,
precautions and special population use. Each section in the SPL is coded using a
unique Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC) [9] value. LOINC
is an encoded dictionary which maps health related tests and metrics to unique
identifiers, names and codes that are universally accepted by all biomedical systems.
However, these standards only govern the high-level document structure and the
content within it is still freely styled by the author. Moreover, often these drug labels
4




In this chapter, an in-depth survey of existing computational methods for IE,
such as, rule-based methods, shallow Machine Learning, and Deep Learning have
been provided. Additionally, few existing tools for extracting information from SPL
documents have also been analyzed.
2.1 Rule-based Methods
Rule-based IE is a pattern matching approach based on regular expressions and
language grammar syntax. The target relation is identified by comparing each sentence
in the text to predefined rules.
For example, an IS-A relationship can be identified by the following grammar
rules: Y such as X; X and other Y; Y including X; Y, especially X. As an example,
the text, instruments such as piano will be matched by the above rule with X = piano,
Y = instruments yielding the IS-A(piano, instruments) relation.
Rule-based methods do not scale well to relation extraction from many texts
because of the large number of grammar rules that are needed. Additionally, the
need for evaluating each data record against each rule increases computation time
significantly [10].
2.2 Shallow Machine Learning
ML is the study of computer algorithms that improve automatically through
experience [11]. Given observation data with input fields (independent variables) and
a corresponding output field (dependent variable), ML algorithms can learn patterns
in these data with the aim of accurately predicting the output for previously unseen
input data. For example, given data on rain occurrences for each day and data about
the speed of wind and sun intensity, ML can be used to predict if it is going to rain or
not on any future day given wind speed and sun intensity for that day. This type of
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ML problem is called a classification problem. If the application classifies the output
field to any one of the two categories (for instance, Rain/No Rain or 0/1) then it is
a binary classifier. If it classifies the output field to more than two categories (for
instance, Summer/Winter/Fall/Spring) then it is a multi-class classifier.
Feature engineering forms an important aspect of training an ML algorithm, and
it is an active area of research. Let the input field be a sentence and the corresponding
output field be the relation existing in the sentence as illustrated in Table 1. The IE
pipeline will begin with the extraction of named entities in the sentence (Figure 1 and
Chapter 1). The context of these named entities comprises words surrounding them,
for example, words occurring in between them, and words preceding them. These
words can be converted into features for an ML classifier. One of the commonly used
features is bag-of-words (BOW) which is a probabilistic count of words without any
syntactic or semantic knowledge about their context. POS can also be used as features
and finally, more complex features could be constructed using n-grams, which is a
sequence of n words (or n characters) treated as one entity (Table 1).
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Table 1: Bi-gram Features for Multi-Class Shallow Machine Learning






























































Shallow ML techniques that are used in IE applications can be divided into three
groups, namely supervised, semi-supervised and unsupervised classification algorithms.
2.2.1 Supervised Information Extraction
Supervised ML requires a labelled data set. The data set is manually mapped to
relations as the target output field, also called a label. Some of the commonly used
algorithms used in supervised ML are Naive Bayes, Decision tree, Support Vector
Machines (SVM).
Supervised IE is often implemented using two classifiers. The first classifier takes
all possible pairs of named entities in each sentence and predicts whether a relation
exists between each pair or not. Thus, the first classifier is a binary classifier with
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a ‘‘YES’’ or ‘‘NO’’ label. If the predicted label for the entity pair is ‘‘YES’’, then
a second, multi-class classifier is used to predict the type of relation. However, if
the predicted label of the first classifier is ‘‘NO’’, there is no need to use the second
classifier. This two-step procedure can speed up the process of extracting relations
from texts.
2.2.2 Semi-supervised Information Extraction
Semi-supervised ML uses both manually labelled and unlabelled data for train-
ing. Relation Bootstrapping, Dual Iterative Pattern Relation Extraction (Dipre) are
examples of semi-supervised ML.
In Relation Bootstrapping, patterns for a target relation are discovered starting
from a limited number of seed patterns [12]. Lexicons refer to the vocabulary of words
for a particular domain. There are many relations that can be identified between
two lexicons, for example, the hyponym relation. Any lexicon which is a specialized
instance of any given lexicon is called a hyponym whereas any lexicon which is a
generalized instance of the given lexicon is called a hypernym. For instance, England
is the hyponym for Country which is the hypernym. Similarly, Apple is the hyponym
for the hypernym Fruit.
Relation Bootstrapping algorithm consists of the following steps [12].
1. Define the target relationship based on the requirement and select a large text
containing instances of the target relationship.
2. Hand curate a list of pairs which follow the target relationship to serve as the
seed patterns.
3. For each pair in the seed list, search sentences in the text where the pair is
mentioned and record its environment, using for example, BOW as features.
The environment refers to the words surrounding the seed pair.
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4. Classify the environment as positive if it represents the target relationship,
otherwise classify it as negative.
5. If the environment is positively classified, add the pattern to the seed list.
6. Repeat Steps 3 to 5.
The algorithm was tested to identify hyponym relations. The relation pairs were
extracted from the text of Academic American Encyclopedia [13] and then compared
to the WordNet lexicon [14] for evaluation. WordNet contains a hierarchical hyponym
and hypernym representation of words. Out of the 152 extracted relations, 106
relations had both words of the relation pair in the WordNet lexicon, and out of these
106 relations, 61 relations were found in the WordNet hyponym hierarchy. Thus, the
accuracy for the reported experiment was close to 60%. The main challenge faced
by this algorithm was to identify the relations when words have different meanings
based on the context of use. For instance, a sentence, ‘‘Targets, such as aircraft
were identified’’ yields hyponym(aircraft, target), while a sentence, ‘‘There are many
vehicles, such as aircraft’ yields hyponym(aircraft, vehicle). A solution proposed in
the paper selected the hyponym relation which has a higher probability of occurring
in the WordNet hierarchy, in this case hyponym(aircraft, vehicle).
Dual Iterative Pattern Relation Extraction (Dipre) is a second example of
a semi-supervised ML technique. It was applied to extract Book(Author, Title) pair
relations from the World Wide Web (WWW) [15]. The method is based on the dual
principle which states that given a set of data tuples for a given relation, it is possible
to extract all patterns representing that relation. Conversely, given a set of patterns
for a relation, it should be possible to extract all data tuples following that relation.
A pattern is defined by the tuple, <order, urlprefix, prefix, middle, suffix>, where
the variables are:
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• prefix refers to the m (m can be tuned) characters occurring before the Author.
• middle stands for the text occurring between the Author and the Title.
• suffix is the m characters occurring after the Title.
• order is a Boolean value which indicates the order in which Author and Title
occur in the text.
• urlprefix is the longest URL prefix pattern.
Similarly, an occurrence is defined by the tuple, <Author, Title, Order, URL,
Prefix, Middle, Suffix>. URL is the web page address where the given Author and
Title occur while Prefix, Middle, Suffix and Order have the same meaning as that of
the pattern. The pseudo-code of Dipre is given in Appendix [15]. It was successfully
applied to extract a list of 15,000 book pairs containing (Author, Title) from the
WWW starting with only 5 books as the seed tuples. The main challenge for Dipre
algorithm was to ensure that the newly added tuples were books and not articles.
Inclusion of articles caused the algorithm to diverge from the target relation extraction.
Distant Supervision is a third example of a semi-supervised ML method [16]
inspired by the Relation Bootstrapping algorithm [12]. This method, also called
Snowball, was used to identify hypernym relations by automatically learning the
syntactic patterns instead of providing seed patterns.
In the given text corpora, every noun pair, which represented a hypernym
relationship in the WordNet hierarchy [14] was marked as known hypernyms. Next,
sentences which contained these known hypernym noun pairs were extracted from
the corpora. Using the MINIPAR parser [17], these sentences were converted into
their dependency tree representation depicting the grammatical relation between the
words. The features from the resulting dependency trees were used to train a one-class
classifier to identify hypernyms.
In the testing phase, any unseen sentence from the corpora was given as an input
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to Snowball. Similar to the training phase, first, MINIPAR was used to create a
dependency tree of the sentence. Second, the extracted features from the dependency
tree were used to classify if the noun pair present in the test sentence belonged
to the hypernym relation or not. This algorithm for automatic identification of
hypernym relationship was more advanced and more effective as compared to other
semi-supervised methods [12, 16].
2.2.3 Unsupervised Relation Extraction
Unsupervised relation extraction is a domain independent method which extracts
all frequently occurring relations without any human intervention. This method uses
large amounts of unlabeled text corpora and needs no human-provided syntactic
patterns or seed relation noun pairs for training. In [18], an Open IE system called
text runner system is introduced. Open IE is an unsupervised technique to extract all
possible relations from a given text corpus in a single iteration. The proposed system
assigned a probability to the extracted relations and indexed them to facilitate their
efficient extraction and user exploration.
2.3 Deep Learning
Deep Learning is a specialized form of ML. It is an artificial neural network which
is inspired by the way a human brain works. The basic building block of artificial
neural network is a neuron which takes multiple weighted inputs and produces outputs
based on an activation function. There are multiple connected layers of such neurons
passing their output as input to the next layer. Deep learning has an ability to
automatically learn the important features from the raw data during the iterative
training phase. The training phase involves running two steps, namely forward pass
and back propagation, based on gradient descent algorithm [19]. Deep learning is a
vast topic in itself and we have skipped an in-depth information about it in this thesis.
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2.4 Existing Tools for Parsing SPL
2.4.1 LabeledIn
LabeledIn is an open source catalog of labeled indications for human drugs [20].
The feature that makes LabeledIn more efficient than other similar initiatives of disease-
drug relationships is the fact that it involves automatic text mining and human review.
The automatic process is used initially to remove redundancies and pre-compute
mention of diseases in drug labels. Then the human review process involves three
bio-medicine experts to go through two rounds of manual review to adjust or add
new mappings as needed. Another distinguishing feature of the LabeledIn catalog
is that it includes important drug-specific properties, such as ingredient, dose form,
and strength, to differentiate between indications. LabeledIn catalog only focuses on
250 highly accessed drugs in PubMed [21] Health and consist of 7805 drug-disease
treatment relationships.
2.4.2 Structured Product Labels eXtractor (SPL-X)
Structured Product Labels eXtractor or SPL-X [22] is a suite of Java programs
that uses NLP to extract and generate critical drug-related information utilizing
publicly available medical resources such as MetaMap [23]. SPL-X performs the
extraction of indications using three stages - pre-processing to extract and segment
‘‘Indications’’ section from SPL labels, identifying medical concepts using MetaMap
scheduler, and post-processing of MetaMap output. The extracted indications are
encoded using Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) identifier [24].
Finally, SPL-X uses RxNorm drug terminology [25] to link the extracted UMLS
indications to standard medical drug codes. SPL-X processed a total of 6797 drug




In this chapter, the data collection process used to prototype the solution has
been described. Details on the data set creation and the method used for building
and validating the classifier which can identify pediatric related text have also been
provided.
3.1 Data Collection
Weekly archives of FDA approved drugs were downloaded from DailyMed [26]
on August 31, 2019. The downloaded archive contained various sub-directories, one
for each drug. Each drug directory comprised the SPL file and images referenced in
the SPL files, such as pharmaceutical company logo, chemical structure of the drug
ingredients or the image of a drug packaging. 500 drug directories were randomly
sub-sampled, and the SPL file from each of these directories was copied to a single
local directory to facilitate further processing.
To process each SPL file, an SPL parser in Python language was built. The
lxml XML toolkit [27] was used to search and extract text segments from the SPL
files. For the sake of uniformity, only those SPL files which contain Indication And
Usage section identified by the LOINC 34067-9 were processed. The task to extract
pediatric related text from the SPL files was challenging because this information is
not uniformly tagged in all SPL files. Therefore, an iterative extraction approach was
implemented.
The extraction was begun by identifying paragraphs tagged with LOINC 34081-0
for Pediatric Use sections (Table 2, Pattern 1). Next, randomly selected SPL files that
did not have this pattern were manually examined to construct the second pattern
(Table 2, Pattern 2). Likewise, a third pattern (Table 2, Pattern 3) was constructed
manually by examining SPL files which were filtered out by the first two patterns.
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Case-insensitive search was used for Patterns 2 and 3.
Table 2: Patterns for Extracting Pediatric Use Section from SPL files
Pattern Description Count




Pattern 2 <linkHtml href=‘‘ ’’/>Pediatric Use
<paragraph>...</paragraph>
20




Two separate data segments comprising paragraphs relevant to Pediatric Use
(positives) and paragraphs not relevant to Pediatric Use (negatives) was constructed.
To construct the positive data segments, all paragraphs matching one of the three
search patterns (Table 2) were extracted from the SPL files. This comprised of
paragraphs related to Pediatric Use. The negative data segments were constructed
by extracting paragraphs from four sections of the SPL files using their respective
LOINCs (Table 3). Thus, it comprised of paragraphs not related to Pediatric Use.
Table 3: Other sections with associated LOINCs extracted for negative data
Section Name LOINC
Geriatric Use 34082-8




After identifying the positive and negative text segments, each segment was
cleaned using the NLTK library [28] in Python (version 3.7.3). More specifically, the
following pre-processing workflow was built-
1. Sentence Segmentation - Each text segment was split into individual sentences
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separated by period (.) and counted the number of sentences in each of the
positive and negative text segment.
2. Tokenization - Each resulting sentence was partitioned into their constituent
words.
3. Removal of stop words - Commonly used words, such as, and, the, a; and is were
removed. An updated built-in NLTK Stopwords Corpus [28] which contains
2,400 stop words for 11 languages was used. Words with negative connotation,
for example, no, nor and not from the English language stop words list (n=179)
were removed to cater to the problem domain and use case.
4. Lemmatization - Different forms of the same word were replaced by their base
word, also called lemma. For example, words such as ‘‘indicated’’, ‘‘indicates’’
and ‘‘indication’’ were replaced by the lemma ‘‘indicate’’. More specifically, the
WordNetLemmatizer package [29] in the NLTK library was used. In order to
get the most relevant syntactic lemma, WordNetLemmatizer uses four types of
POS tags, namely nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. Therefore, first, POS
for each word were extracted with the NLTK pos_tag() function. Second, the
extracted POS tags were used to compute the lemmas.
5. Removal of low frequency tokens - Elimination of all words which had a frequency
count less than or equal to 5 was performed. This helped in removing words
that do not contribute towards identifying pediatric and non-pediatric text, such
as specific drug names, for example.
6. Encoding - The text data of each sentence was represented using BOW features.
The Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) encoding with the
BOW was used which converts each tokenized word to its respective occurrence
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frequency in the sentence. Thus, each word is represented as a floating number
between 0 and 1 giving the word’s normalized occurrence frequency. The
TfidfVectorizer library implementation available in the Scikit-Learn [30] was
used.
3.4 Data Set Labelling
3.4.1 Positive Data Set
Each pre-processed pediatric related sentence (positive data set) was labelled
with ‘‘1". Each sentence corresponds to one tuple or data-row in the data set.
3.4.2 Negative Data Set
Each pre-processed non-pediatric sentence (negative data set) was labelled with
‘‘0". Each sentence corresponds to one tuple or data-row in the data set.
3.5 Baseline Models
Baseline classification models were created using simple and interpretable ML
algorithms. The accuracy scores of these models were used to compare against the
three validation experiments (defined later in the chapter) to evaluate the prototype
solution. The data set for the baseline binary models was prepared using the following
method. First, the labelled positive and negative data sets were merged and shuffled.
Second, StratifiedShuffleSplit() function from Scikit-Learn [30] was used to split the
shuffled data set into two parts comprising of 66% and 34% of the data, respectively.
The larger data set was used for training, while the remaining 34% was used for
testing. The StratifiedShuffleSplit() function ensures that both, training and testing
data sets, contain equal distribution of positive and negative data tuples. Decision




Decision Tree is a simple supervised ML classifier. It distinguishes between the
target classes by learning simple decision rules. There are various algorithms, such
as C4.5 [31], CART [32], SPRINT [33], which implement Decision Trees differently
based on the tree creation method, or the type of target and feature data supported.
We used the Scikit-Learn [30] library implementation of Decision Trees which uses
the CART algorithm. Decision Tree is highly interpretable and easy to visualize in
the form of trees.
3.5.2 k-NN
k-NN is another basic classification algorithm in ML belonging to the supervised
learning domain. The k-NN algorithm is dependent on the assumption that similar
data points are close to each other. To classify a data point, a specified number (k) of
its closest neighbors are retrieved [34]. The majority class of the neighbors is used
to classify the data point. The number of neighbors (k) is the core deciding factor
for the predictive model. Although the Euclidean distance function is the commonly
used distance metric in k-NN, other functions like cosine, minkowski, manhattan can
also be used [35]. /the k-NN algorithm is easy to implement as it does not need any
assumptions for underlying data distribution and does not need training data for
model generation.
3.5.3 SVM
SVM is a supervised machine learning classifier which learns a separating hyper-
plane [36]. In two dimensional space, this hyperplane corresponds to a line between
the two target classes in a given data set. The tuning parameters for SVM are
the kernel, regularization and gamma. Kernel defines the higher dimension where
the separating hyperplane is to be computed. Regularization defines the extent of
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permissible misclassification. Gamma defines to what extent the data points should
be considered while computing the separating line. The Scikit-Learn [30] library
implementation of SVM which uses a Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO)-type
algorithm to maximize the width of the margin [37] was used.
3.6 Experiment 1 - Cross Validation
Cross validation is a common resampling technique used to evaluate and compare
ML models’ performance on unseen data [38]. It is also used for model selection. To
implement cross validation, the training data set is divided into k equal parts or folds:
one part is used for validation and the remaining k-1 parts are used for training the
model. This process is repeated k times such that during each iteration, distinct yet
slightly overlapping training samples are used to train the model. The performance of
the resulting k trained models are averaged and reported. The model with high mean
cross validation performance indicates that it generalizes well to unseen data.
Data Set - k = 10 was used as the preferred value to get k-fold cross validation
results that generalize well to the entire data set [38]. Thus, the training data set was
split into 10 equal parts. Next, two variations of k-fold cross validation over each
of the 10 iterations were executed. For the first variation, 9 parts of the data for
training and the remaining 1 part of the data for validating the classifier was used.
For the second variation, part of the data for training and the remaining 9 parts of
the data for validating the classifier was used. This gave the training metrics. I tested
the classifier after each iteration of the k-fold on the 33% of the held-out data set.
This gave the testing metrics. The average metrics of both training and testing were
reported.
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3.7 Experiment 2 - Retrospective Validation
For the ML solution, retrospective study [39] was used to evaluate the model on
data which is positive, i.e. pediatric related. The fact that patterns 1, 2 and 3 can
be used to extract pediatric related text has been established. In this retrospective
study, I go back to the time when patterns 2 and 3 were not identified and use only
the pattern 1 text as the positive training data set to build our ML model. The model
is tested to evaluate if it is able to correctly predict the text containing patterns 2
and 3 as positive or not. This experiment evaluates if the model is able to generalize
well to identify patterns which we had already established.
Data Set - SPL files for retrospective validation experiment were separated as
follows:
For the positive training data set, Pediatric Use text from all files containing
the pattern 1 (Table 2) was selected. As before, each pre-processed sentence of the
extracted paragraphs corresponds to one tuple. For the negative training data set,
equal number of sentences not related to Pediatric Use (Table 3) was selected.
For the testing data set, all text from SPL files containing the patterns 2 and 3
(Table 2) was selected. Every sentence of the paragraphs containing patterns 2 and 3
is labelled as positive data. All other sentences are labelled as negative.
3.8 Experiment 3 - Prospective Validation
Prospective studies plan to classify data that has not been labelled yet [39]. The
model was evaluated on unseen data which resembles actual data before deploying
the model. Prospective validation was performed using the best classification model
based on cross validation and retrospective validation results.
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Data Set - The training and testing data sets for this experiment is same as used
for the baseline models( 3.4, 3.5). The prospective validation data set used to evaluate
our experiment comprised of all text from the SPL files which do not contain any of
the three pediatric pattern but contain pediatric related text. To construct this data
set, the following steps were used:
First, the SPL files which did not contain any of the three patterns were isolated.
These either had no ‘‘Pediatric Use’’ section or were not identified using any of the
three patterns. Second, a case-insensitive regular expression search for the phrase
‘‘Pediatric Use’’ and selected the files which contained the regular expression was
performed. Third, each sentence from these files was used as the prospective validation
data set tuple.
Since this is the actual data which the classifier has to classify, there is no target
labels for any tuple. After classification, each tuple in the result comprised of a
sentence and a corresponding predicted class of ‘‘0" or ‘‘1". The tuples classified as
‘‘1" were extracted into a csv file and used to measure the accuracy of the method
by manually examining these classification results. First, a manual lookup for the
‘‘Pediatric Use’’ section in each SPL file is performed. Second, for each sentence
occurring in the section, search for a matching tuple in the csv file is done. A count
of the matches is kept in order to compute results.
3.9 Performance Evaluation
Computational methods for IE are typically evaluated using the following four
metrics, accuracy, precision, recall and F1. Let R be the target relation to be extracted
from texts. The following metrics are first defined.
• True Positives (TP) are the test instances which are correctly classified as
belonging to R by the ML classifier.
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• True Negatives (TN) are the test instances which are correctly classified as not
belonging to R by the ML classifier.
• False Positives (FP) are the test instances which belong to R but are misclassified
as not belonging to R by the ML classifier.
• False Negatives (FN) are the test instances which do not belong to R but are
misclassified as belonging to R by the ML classifier.
Accuracy is defined by the ratio of instances correctly classified (TP, TN) to all
the given instances (Equation 1). Often accuracy is not the optimal scoring technique
for classification models because there can be an imbalance in the number of instances
in each class in the training data set. In such scenarios, precision and recall scores
can be more informative.
Precision is defined as the fraction of instances truly classified as R to the number
of all instances classified as R (Equation 2).
Recall, also called True Positive Rate (TPR) or Specificity is defined as the
fraction of instances truly classified as R to the number of instances actually belonging
to R (Equation 3). It evaluates the ability of the classifier to correctly identify the
positive test instances.
Another related metrics, True Negative Rate (TNR) or Sensitivity is defined as
the fraction of TN to the actual number of negative instances (N) in the data set
(Equation 4). It evaluates the ability of the classifier to correctly identify the negative
test instances. If there is an uneven class data set, a balance between precision and
recall is needed which is measured by computing the F1 measure (Equation 5).
Support is another metrics which helps in evaluating the accuracy of the binary
classifier. It is the number of instances belonging to each class in the given test
instances.
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve gives the performance measure
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of the classifier by computing ratio of TPR to TNR. The ROC curve evaluates how
well the classifier is able to separate the 2 classes of test instances. The Area Under
the Curve (AUC) gives the measure of the separability in the ROC curve. If the AUC
for ROC is closer to 1, it means that the classifier is able to distinguish the classes
very well while if the AUC is 0.5, it means that the classifier is not able to separate
the classes at all.
Accuracy = 𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁





Recall or TPR or Sensitivity = 𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
(3)
TNR or Specificity = 𝑇𝑁
𝑁
(4)




For each SPL file, the extracted information as key-value pairs was stored in
an intermediate JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) file [40] on the local file system
where the parser was run. As depicted in Figure 2, the keys were SPLFileName,
genericName, pediatricUse, isPediatricSection, and pattern. The values for these keys
correspond to the SPL file name, generic name of the drug, segment of text in the
Pediatric Use section, a value from {0, 1} signifying if this is a pediatric relevant text,
and a value from {1, 2, 3, -1} signifying the matching pattern.




In this chapter, the results of this end-to-end solution including collection of data,
creation of baseline models and evaluation of the three experiments, namely cross
validation, retrospective validation and prospective validation have been provided.
4.1 Data Collection
From the downloaded 40,525 SPL files, 500 files are randomly subsampled. 5
SPL files which did not contain Indication And Usage section were identified and
filtered making the total number of files to be 495. Using the three patterns described
in Section 3.1, the Pediatric Use Section from these 495 SPL files (Table 4) was then
extracted.
Table 4: Data Collection for Pediatric Use Section from SPL files
Pattern No. of SPL files
Pattern 1 408
Pattern 2 20
The remaining 67 SPL files either do not contain pediatric related text or is not
identified by the three patterns. Using the case in-sensitive regular expression search
as described in 3.7, 33 files which contained pediatric related text but none of the
three patterns were separated. The remaining 34 files did not contain any pediatric
related text.
4.2 Data Pre-Processing
After applying sentence segmentation and tokenization on the positive and
negative data set, 4751 unique words were reported. Table 5 illustrates the relative
frequencies of the top 20 occurring words in positive and negative data sets. As
the intuition suggests, for positive data set, words such as pediatric, child and age
are some of the most frequently occurring words. Similarly, for negative data set
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that contains text corresponding to ‘‘Geriatric Use’’, ‘‘Nursing Mothers Section’’,
‘‘Pregnancy Section’’ and ‘‘Lactation Section’’, words such as pregnant, mother and
elderly are some of the most frequently occurring words.














































The word count per sentence of positive and negative data set after the data
pre-processing step defined in 3.3 was analyzed. As shown in the Figure 3, the dashed
line plot corresponds to the negative text, i.e. text from other 4 sections and text from
files not containing Pediatric Use section. Similarly, the solid line plot corresponds
to the positive text, i.e. text from all Pediatric Use. The weighted average based on
all the word count frequencies for positive data turns out to be 7.5 and for negative
data turns out to be 6.7. The short length sentences were padded to make a constant
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length data set.
Figure 3: Word count per sentence
Additionally, the pediatric related text segments were also analyzed to count the
number of sentences in each segment. As indicated by the Figure 4, majority (38.24%)
of pediatric related text segments comprised of one sentence only. Thus, individual
sentences were considered as tuples in the data sets resulting in 8492 pre-processed
negative data tuples and 2480 pre-processed positive data tuples. In order to balance
the data sets, 2480 negative tuples were randomly subsampled.
Figure 4: Top 5 sentence counts in Pediatric related text segments
4.4 Feature selection and encoding
TfidfVectorizer was used to encode the sentences into features. 1503 number of
features corresponding to the word vocabulary of the positive and negative data set
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combined were extracted. In order to identify the most useful features from these 1503
features, feature selection was performed. The Chi square [41] statistic between each
feature and the expected class was used for feature selection. Chi square test provides
the significance of observed values (features in our case), relative to the expected
values (class in our case). It measures the correlation between different features. Thus,
features which are more correlated to the output class as compared to the features
which are independent of the output class and are therefore irrelevant were identified.
More specifically, the chi2 statistics and the SelectKBest routine of the Scikit-Learn
were used to select the k most relevant features. The value of k was tuned using the
baseline models and was fixed to 200 for the subsequent three tests.
4.5 Baseline Classifier Validation
In order to identify the best parameters for the baseline models, grid search which
does an exhaustive search over the given parameter values was used. Grid search
using 20 folds with a Stratified K-Fold cross validation was implemented. The optimal
values that were returned in the result were used to train the baseline models. Thus,
for Decision Tree, criteria = entropy was used for learning. For SVM, gamma =
0.005 and regularization = 4 was used. 4 models based on the 4 kernel functions of
SVM, named linear, poly, rbf and sigmoid were trained. For k-NN, the minkowski
distance (and p = 7) as the function to compute the distance between neighborhood
points and the number of neighbors k = 5 (Figure A.6) was used.
Based on the performance metrics (Table 6), Decision Tree, k-NN and Linear
SVM have high precision, recall and AUC ROC values. This signifies that these
models are able to distinguish between pediatric related and non-pediatric related
text with 90 % accuracy provided that the non-pediatric text is from one of the other
4 sections (Table 3). A sample text which was neither pediatric related nor from one
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of the other 4 sections was considered. Each of the top three high accuracy models,
falsely classified it as positive. This result provided an intuition that the negative
training data set is not representative of the actual data on which these models are to
be used.
Table 6: Performance of baseline classifiers.
Classifier precision recall accuracy specificity sensitivity f1-measure AUC ROC
Decision Tree 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.90 0.94 0.92 0.92
k-NN 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.86 0.96 0.91 0.91
Linear SVM 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.82 0.98 0.91 0.90
Poly SVM 0.25 0.50 0.50 0.00 1.00 0.33 0.50
RBF SVM 0.90 0.89 0.89 0.82 0.97 0.91 0.89
Sigmoid SVM 0.90 0.89 0.83 0.85 0.95 0.91 0.86
In order to test this intuition, the models were re-trained by including the text
from the 34 files which did not contain any pediatric related text( 4.1). As expected,
the resulting models correctly classified the sample text while preserving similar values
of the performance metrics(Table 7).
Table 7: Performance of baseline classifiers with additional negative data
Classifier precision recall accuracy specificity sensitivity f1-measure AUC ROC
Decision Tree 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.91 0.92 0.91
k-NN 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.88 0.89 0.89
Linear SVM 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.93 0.86 0.89 0.90
4.6 Experiment 1 - Cross Validation
K-fold cross validation with k = 10 was implemented on the top three baseline
classifiers, i.e. Decision Tree, k-NN and Linear SVM. For the first variation of cross
validation, 9 parts of the split data was used for training and 1 part for validation.
Tables 8 and 9 summarize the mean training and mean testing accuracy metrics
respectively. Figure 5 provides the comparative ROC curve for training and testing.
The results of the second variation of k-fold cross validation (1 part for training and 9
parts for validation) have been omitted due to low accuracy.
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Table 8: Cross Validation 9 parts train, 1 part validation results - Training Accuracy
Classifier precision recall accuracy specificity sensitivity f1-measure AUC ROC
Decision Tree 0.91 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.01 0.92 ± 0.00 0.90 ± 0.02 0.91 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.01
k-NN 0.90 ± 0.02 0.90 ± 0.02 0.90 ± 0.02 0.90 ± 0.04 0.89 ± 0.01 0.90 ± 0.02 0.90 ± 0.02
Linear SVM 0.91 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.01 0.94 ± 0.02 0.88 ± 0.02 0.91 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.01
Table 9: Cross Validation 9 parts train, 1 part validation results - Testing Accuracy
Classifier precision recall accuracy specificity sensitivity f1-measure AUC ROC
Decision Tree 0.91 ± 0.00 0.91 ± 0.00 0.91 ± 0.00 0.93 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.00 0.91 ± 0.00
k-NN 0.88 ± 0.01 0.88 ± 0.01 0.88 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.02 0.85 ± 0.04 0.88 ± 0.01 0.88 ± 0.00
Linear SVM 0.92 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.00 0.91 ± 0.00 0.95 ± 0.02 0.87 ± 0.02 0.91 ± 0.00 0.91 ± 0.00
(a) Validation Data (b) Test Data
Figure 5: K-fold Cross Validation ROC curve with 9 parts train, 1 part validation
The results show that taking into consideration the mean metrics and their
standard deviations, the precision, recall and f1-measure of all the three classifiers are
similar. The classifiers are able to distinguish between pediatric and non-pediatric
text with 90% accuracy for training and testing data sets. Therefore, none of the
three classifiers were discarded yet.
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4.7 Experiment 2 - Retrospective Validation
Retrospective validation was implemented on the top three baseline classifiers.
The results of the retrospective experiment are summarized in table 10. The success
of this experiment is defined by how well the classifiers correctly predict the label
for the positive test data, i.e. the pediatric related data. Out of the three classifiers,
the TPR of k-NN is reported as the highest suggesting that k-NN is able to correctly
identify 97% of pediatric text. Low TPR of Linear SVM indicates that the target
classes are not linearly separable by a line. Using the retrospective and the cross
validation results, k-NN was selected as the model of choice for the next experiment.





4.8 Experiment 3 - Prospective Validation
Considering each sentence as a tuple, 6233 tuples were extracted after data pre-
processing of the 33 SPL files which did not contain any pediatric pattern( 4.1). k-NN
was used to predict the classification for each of the 6233 tuples. 3123 tuples were
identified as ‘‘1" or pediatric related. To evaluate the results, a manual inspection as
discussed in 3.8 was performed. It was discovered that all the ‘‘Pediatric Use" text
from the 33 SPL files were correctly classified as ‘‘1" in the csv file. Using 10% of the
validation data to compute the confusion matrix, the Table11 is reported. The results
show that the TP is high but at the same time FP is significant.
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Table 11: Confusion Matrix for 10% sampled validation data
Predictive Values
Class 0 Class 1
Actual Values Class 0 TN = 70 FP = 12Class 1 FN = 6 TP = 76
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusion and Future Work
5.1 Conclusion
In this exploratory project, Natural Language Processing and Machine Learning
techniques have been utilized to implement an Information Extraction system for
biomedical text using Python. 500 drug labels from DailyMed [26] were processed
and a classifier to identify and extract text from the pediatric use section of the drug
labels was built. Review of the results indicated that the prototype has a recall of 0.93
and precision of 0.86. This shows the effectiveness of machine learning algorithms in
classifying and extracting relevant information from biomedical text.
5.2 Future Work
The results of this solution indicate that there is a possibility of using ML
techniques to identify pediatric related text from the unstructured drug labels. Since
the resulting classification from the solution is high in TP and also in FP, a secondary
classifier trained only on non-pediatric text can be implemented. This would help
filter out the non-pediatric text from the results.
The pediatric text extracted from this solution can be used as the data set to
identify whether the drug is safe and effective in pediatric population. The results
from this evaluation can then be plugged into the data source of PediatricDB [3]. In
this way, the solution can be used to extend the pediatric research work.
In the solution, each sentence is mapped to 1 tuple. A sliding window technique
to group 2 or more sentences to form a tuple can also be used. Additionally, Deep
Learning with word vectors (word2vec) to augment automatic feature discovery for
natural language processing can be implemented.
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A.1 k-NN Distance function analysis





FDA Food and Drug Administration.
NLP Natural Language Processing.
AI Artificial Intelligence.
IE Information Extraction.
NER Named entity recognition.
ACE Automatic Content Extraction.
DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.
POS Parts of Speech.
RE Relation Extraction.
SPL Structured Product Labeling.
HL7 Health Level Seven.
LOINC Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes.
BOW bag-of-words.
SVM Support Vector Machines.
ML Machine Learning.
Dipre Dual Iterative Pattern Relation Extraction.
WWW World Wide Web.
UMLS Unified Medical Language System.
NLTK Natural Language Toolkit.
TF-IDF Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency.
k-NN K-Nearest Neighbors.





TPR True Positive Rate.
TNR True Negative Rate.
ROC Receiver Operating Characteristic.
AUC Area Under the Curve.
JSON JavaScript Object Notation.
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